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Marketing the 
Sport of 
Baseball in the 
United States 

By, Samantha Hallice 



Executive Summary

The purpose of this study is to provide best practices to advance the product, place, price and 
promotion of baseball in the USA. 

Throughout the findings during the USA Baseball marketing plan there was extensive research done on 
both the Elite and Mass Sport Development which formed the foundation for a survey for US Baseball 
Coaches and administrators to create a current view of the landscape in Baseball. 

This analysis will aide USA Baseball in its goal of promoting youth Baseball, developing talent in 
baseball, recruiting participants in international events and games, and elite talent to compete in 
international events.

Youth Males are the primary participants for this marketing plan



Executive 
Summary: 

Key Facts and 
Figures

 Participation in US Baseball:

 ▪  Approximately 12 million people participate in baseball on a regular basis in 
2020which was a 20% decline from 2010. (NSGDATA) Over past 10 years USA 
Baseball continues to have a downward trend in participation especially at the 
youth levels. 

 ▪  In 2018, 4.1 million youth participants between the ages of 6 and 12 played 
baseball on a regular basis and 450k youth participants played softball. 
(statistica) 

 ▪  Data shows that 13.5% of children between the age of 6 to 12 participated in
basketball on a regular basis in 2019, down from 16.5 percent in 2008.
(source: Statistica) 

 ▪  The average age youths stop participating in organized baseball is at 10.5 years 
of age and the average length of participation is just 3.3 years (source: Statistica) 

 ▪  Overall female participation in Baseball is only 15%. (nsgdata) 

 ▪  Youth participation Data: 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/267942/participation-in-us-high-school- 
basketball/ and NSGA: www.nsga.org 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/267942/participation-in-us-high-school-
http://www.nsga.org/


Reference: https://www.statista.com



Executive Summary: Key Facts and 
Figures

  In 2020, the combined revenue of all Major League Baseball teams 

was 3.66 billion U.S. dollars. The average revenue per MLB team 

stood at 122.1 million U.S. dollars. 

  The New York Yankees are the most valuable franchise(5.25 billion)

  All 30 of the current Major League Baseball teams are worth a 

 collective $66 billion, averaging $2.2 billion per team.(2021) 

 The highest paid MLB player is Mike Trout(37.7) million 



Executive 
Summary: 

Key Facts and 
Figures 

 Ranking 2nd on this list of the top 10 largest sports leagues by 
revenue in the world for 2020 is Major League Baseball (MLB), an 
American professional baseball organization and the oldest of the 
major professional sports leagues in the United States and Canada. 

 Last year the MLB generated a record USD 10.7 billion in revenues— 
making it one of the most profitable sports leagues in history. MLB 
consists of 30 teams: 15 teams in the National League (NL) and 15 in 
the American League (AL). 

 MLB revenue primarily comes from media rights, sponsorships, TV 
deals, and ticket sales at gates. As new TV deals kick in, league 
revenues will soar again in the coming years.  

 In total attendance, the MLB is the top sports league in the world in 
attendance with 69,625,244 people attending games annually.

 Reference: 
https://blog.bizvibe.com/blog/largest-sports-leagues-by-revenue

https://blog.bizvibe.com/blog/largest-sports-leagues-by-revenue


Executive Summary  

 In all seven elements the open responses of the coaches demonstrated the necessity 
for more coordinated network of training centers, affordable facilities, educational and 
promotional support for the baseball. Responses concerning talent search and 
development indicated that expertise of coaches should be advanced across all ages 
and levels of participants. Partnerships with public organizations need to provide more 
developmental programs. For improving advanced athlete support the benefits of 
training should focus on baseball players with less experience to provide all athletes 
with equally sufficient resources for better performance and health. All amateur 
baseball players, regardless of their ability, should be provided with all necessary 
support services, particularly quality coaching. Currently, much of the support that 
baseball players receive depends too much on which school and university a student-
athlete attends. 



Executive 
Summary: 
Coaching 
Survey 
Results

 Element 1:  Participation in various sports, as a foundation for sport development, 
is encouraged through physical education requirements 

 Element 2: Support for athlete development is adequate from various levels of 
government including national/federal, provincial/state and local/municipal 

 Element 3:  All specialists engaged in the development of athletes are well educated 
for their professional roles. (e.g. as by special universities of physical education and 
sport in the USSR and Russia.)

 Element 4. Hosted international events and international opportunities are sufficient for 
all athletes with potential to represent the country 

 Element 5: High performance athletes are provided with priority access to
 specific high-quality equipment and facilities (e.g., USA, USSR)
 Element 6: Young Athletes are Trained Based on Guidelines for Multiple Development 

Stages Recommended by Scientists
 Element 7: High performance athletes are ranked into hierarchical levels/pools 

with appropriate financial and technical support 



Executive 
Summary: 

Potential causes 
for decline in 

participation level 
for youth athletes:

 Lack of Sponsorship focus from USA Baseball

 Increased cost associated with participating in 

travel

 Injury prevention protocols in youth baseball

 The culture

 Competition from other sports

 Post COVID could also lead to children's interest 



Executive 
Summary 
Conclusion: 
Product 

Opportunities:

Ø Development of Appropriate Innovations for Activity-Based Programs

Ø Advertisement of Industrial Accessories for Necessary Viewership Results

Ø Lacking Commitment from Rival Businesses Towards Plentiful Cliental

Threats:

Ø Rising of Valuable Public Affection for Productional Close-Knit 

Competition

Ø Disparity Between Federation and Keystone Partnerships Leading to 

Separation

Ø Changing of Structured Environmental Outlook Involving Procedural 

Dealings



Executive 
Summary 

Conclusion: 
Product

§ Average age of respondents was 56

§ The average coaching experience of respondents is 31 years

§ 98% of respondents were male, 2% were female

§ At least 52% of respondents have bachelor's degree

§ At least 40% of respondents have master's degree 

§ Levels of baseball athletes that respondents coached:

§ Beginner: 11%

§ Regional Club: 14%

§ High School: 25%

§ University (D I, II, III): 32%

§ Masters/Adult: 5%

§ Elite (not representing USA): 7%

§ Elite (representing USA): 6%



Talent Serach 
and 

Development

1.  Baseball players are trained based on clear guidelines for multiple development 
stages recommended by USA baseball (many national governing bodies (NGBs) 
have guidelines for nurturing players from the introduction to sport through the 
achievement of peak performance on to retirement from sport (USOC encourages 
and helps all its NGBs to implement such guidelines as American Development 
Model). 2.6 

2. In addition to being introduced to baseball by themselves and parents, potential players 
are attracted from outside the sport’s participation base (e.g., by a search at schools). 

3.1 

3. Sufficient resources (coaching, facilities, equipment, cash, etc.) are available 
collectively from various supporting organizations for all young talented baseball players to 
progress through all developmental stages. 2.7 

4. A multi-stage system of baseball qualification based on results/ranking within age 
groups is used to reward baseball players progress from beginner to top international 
level. 2.9 

5. Performance of baseball in each competitive age group is monitored and developed 
using a national database. 2.4 

6. A high number of full-time baseball coaches are available making the athlete-coach 
ratio low. 2.2 

7. Baseball coach expertise is equally high across all participant ages and levels. 2.1 

8. Baseball coaches are paid according to multi-level certification based on coaches' 
education and achievements of entrusted athletes. 2.1 

9. Baseball players with potential to represent the country (e.g., nation's top 100 players 
per age group) are offered the conditions to train full time with high performance 
standards). 2.7 

10. Baseball training is well integrated with school/college/university education 
for harmonious/well-balanced development of athletes. 2.9 

Element 1 



Executive 
Summary 

Conclusion: 
Price 

 MLB is the second richest sport league in the world after American football (MLB 
Revs, 2020)

 USA Baseball’s revenue has grown to $8.8 million per annum (USA Baseball, 
2022), potential for further growth is great. 

 USA Baseball’s key partner, Major League Baseball (MLB), generates over $10 
billion a year, increasing its support from $1.8 million in 2015 to $2.8 million in 
2020 (USA Baseball, 2022).

 Even greater revenues could result from better partnerships with sponsors, media 
and member organizations, particularly better marketing, and ability to hold the 
attention of the masses (Brown, 2022; Smolianov & Shilbury, 2005)

 More of USA Baseball’s (2022) revenue comes from mass (54%) than from elite 
(46%) participants, while only 41% of expenses are devoted to mass and 59% to 
elite programs: funding and structures of mass and elite baseball are to be better 
balanced and integrated

 For training center development, programs should be more affordable. The 
access to lessons of teaching professionals should be available to all participants, 
not only those who are promising as baseball players and those who are able to 
pay, especially at lower levels of participation.



Financial 
Summary

 ▪ USA Baseball: FISCAL YEAR 2020
▪ Total Revenue: $8.8 MILLION versus Total Expenses: $6.6 
Million. 

 ▪ Significant drop in revenue generated from revenue generated in 
fiscal year 2019. This change in revenues can be attributed to 
Covid. 

 ▪  Bat Licensing Fees and Fines, Event Registrations and Elite 
Tournaments were areas that saw largest revenue declines. 

 ▪  Program Services was area that saw significant cost decreases. 

 ▪ Comparing Mass Versus Elite fiscal contributions to USA 
Baseball. 

 ▪  Elite Divisions contribute 46% of revenue and 49% of expenses. 

 ▪  Mass Divisions contribute 54% of Revenue and 41% of 
Expenses. 

 ▪ Source: https://www.usabaseball.com/about/about-usa-baseball 



USA 
BASEBALL
 Combined Statements of 

Financial Position 
December 31, 2020, and 2019

Source: USA Baseball Governance | USA Baseball

https://www.usabaseball.com/about/governance


Financial 
Summary 

Breakdown

Source: USA Baseball Governance | USA Baseball

https://www.usabaseball.com/about/governance


Balanced 
and Integrated
 Funding 
and Structures 
of Mass and 
Elite Sport 

1.  Corporate and philanthropic tax incentives provide sufficient 
support of mass and elite baseball. 2.3 

2. Participation in various sports, as a foundation for baseball 
development, is encouraged through physical education requirements. 3.0 

3. Sport participation, including baseball, is rewarded with reduced 
personal tax. 1.4 

4. Baseball programs service both recreational and high-performance 
players. 3.5 

5. Specialized sport schools similar to IMG academies are available and 
affordable to all talented baseball players. 2.1 

6. A multi-stage system of elite baseball qualification is integrated with a 
system of fitness tests for mass participation. 2.0 

7. Memberships and other “fees” affordable for all are available in various 
baseball clubs. 2.3 

8. Baseball participants are diverse as general population. 3.0 

9.  USAB demonstrates systematic/strategic management in developing 
baseball players on every level. 3.0 

10. USAB is effective in fostering both mass participation and high 
performance in baseball. 3.0 

11. Baseball is developed in integration with Olympic and Paralympic 
sports to achieve sustainable competitive excellence. 2.9 



Executive 
Summary 

Conclusion: 
Place

 High performance athletes are provided with priority 
access to specific high-quality equipment and facilities

 The National Training Complex supplements 
the following: four regular sized Baseball fields which also 
happens to include the likes of a stadium-based 
infrastructure as well as three practice dimensions that 
are officially able to meet the required standards 
in relation to the main concept of proper facility 
management (Shwartz, Pekoz, Burgess Jr., Christiansen, 
Rosen, & Berlowitz, 2018).



Executive 
Summary 

Conclusion: 
Place 

(Continued) 

 For training center development, programs should 
be more affordable. The access to lessons of 
teaching professionals should be available to all 
participants, not only those who are promising as 
baseball players and those who are able to pay, 
especially at lower levels of participation. Coaches 
and administrators agreed that the tournament 
organization should be improved, that special 
attention should be paid to better communication 
and marketing through various media and 
stimulate mass participation, and that USA 
Baseball should communicate more with high 
school coaches. 
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Training 
Centers

1. High performance athletes are provided with 
priority access to specific high-quality equipment 
and facilities. 3.5 

2. Training centers/clubs provide specialized facilities 
and equipment for each age and level of participation. 3.0 

3.  All national, regional, and local training centers are 
available to athletes at affordable costs. 2.3 

4. Travel from home to training facilities takes little 
time for US baseball players of all levels and types. 2.5 

5. Training facilities are close to all facilities for athlete 
support (e.g., school/college, medical, room & board, 
leisure/entertainment). 2.6 

6. An organized network of training centers is used to 
prepare US baseball players in different environments/
sociogeoclimates (e.g., high 
altitude/temperature/humidity, 
city/pollution, rural/resort). 2.1 

7. Baseball training centers are located close to other 
sport facilities so that players participate in and learn 
from other sports. 2.6 

Element 3
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Executive 
Summary 

Conclusion: 
Promotion

 Baseball- you can sometimes see its start field offensive player come to bat ever 1.5 to 2 innings at 
the plate 

 More effective advertising at events through increased use of social media, flyers, word of mouth 
etc. 

 Some of the brands for promotion are listed below;

 Developmental: 

  ➢ Major League Baseball Players Alumni Association
 Shape America (Society of Health/Physical Educators)  True Sport (Promotion of Leadership ➢ ➢

Experience)
 Game Changer (Team Manager)➢

 Trackman Baseball (Professional Practice)➢

 Rapsodo (Performance Technology)➢

 Diamond Kinetics (Interface Feedback) ➢

 Supplying: 

  ➢ Nike (Trailblazing Collection)
 Wilson (Gameday Couture)➢

 Franklin Sports (Uniform Criteria)➢

 New Era Cap (On-Field Crucial Catch)➢

 Louisville Slugger (Customized Personnel)➢

 Evo Shield (Game-Changing Protective Apparel) ➢



Partnerships 
with 

Supporting 
Agencies

1.  Support for baseball development is adequate 
from various levels of government. 2.1 

2. Sufficient help is obtained from USAB and other 
national governing bodies of baseball that provide 
coach education and certification. 2.9 

3. Role of clubs/community programs in baseball 
development is sound/strong. 2.4 

4. Baseball is well supported by educational sector 
(e.g., schools, colleges, universities). 3.0 

5. Cooperation with agencies outside of sport industry 
(e.g., medical, scientific, military, philanthropic and 
sponsoring organizations, lotteries) is in place. 3.0 

6. USAB influences media coverage and popularity of 
baseball to increase support from the society. 2.9 



Executive Summary Conclusion: 
Promotion (Continued)

 MLB could further lead the sports world in socially responsibility by focusing 
marketing and promotional campaigns of such sport development programs as 
Babe Ruth baseball, Cal Ripken Baseball, Dixie Youth baseball and Dixie boys 
baseball (USA Baseball, 2022). MLB was called the National Pastime (Brown, 
2019), but the organization’s marketing problems dwindled its ability to hold the 
attention of the masses. MLB could improve the game’s design and its media 
coverage, and the marketing of the game’s stars. The lack of free agency movement 
became the problem for MLB in the off-season with the same year-after-year 
television programming. During the baseball’s off-season the agents have played a 
waiting game and the Baseball Winter Meetings have become a dull affair for those 
looking for free agent transactions, and the delays make it difficult for clubs to sell 
season tickets. The secret and overly restrictive blackout policy strangles the 
league's product; a counterintuitive and overly obstructive policy that minimizes the 
reach of their product. Another problem is the holding stars down in the minors 
who could be on Opening Day rosters if the player is ready instead of trying to get 
an extra year of club control (Brown, 2019).  



USA Baseball 

 The mission of USA Baseball shall be to foster the growth of 
amateur baseball in the United States and to organize national 
and international baseball competitions. 

 ▪ The Focus of USA Baseball:
▪ Development of USA Baseball ▪ Education
▪ Health and Safety
▪ Player Development
▪ USA Elite Teams 

 ▪ Source: https://www.usabaseball.com/about/about-usa-baseball 



Executive 
Summary 

Conclusion: 
Promotion 

 MLB Network needs to improve

 The positive to come from the MLB network is they created 
their own television station 

 MLB network did present some good documentaries they 
are limping in other major sports

 They need to focus on giving players airtime in the off 
season 

 The ability to market the game is a challenge as other 
sports succeed in this 

 This falls into being more interactive with the players 
during and post season

Brown M. (2019). Major League Baseball’s 10 Biggest 
Marketing Problems. Forbes. Retrieved on April 9, 2022



Source: https://media.sportbusiness.com/2019/02/the-us-market-report-2019/





Executive 
Summary: Pro

motion

 Despite being the relatively older professional sports league in the US, 

MLB leveraged modern technology. Last year’s season Major League 

Baseball and its teams made the most out of their social media 

accounts — especially Twitter. MLB teams shared informative posts and 

content on the platform. As a result, they were able to meet the demand 

for information from younger fans, while cultivating brand awareness 

amongst their audiences. Every MLB team has sponsors even in the 

community. Baseball marketers use these sponsors to gain visibility for 

their teams. Best practice is to promote best players and sponsors’ 

products together and link the campaigns by tagging the sponsor’s social 

media accounts. Instead of sharing photos and videos of the big day, fans 

and supporters should be getting peeks behind the scenes - pictures of 

practices and warmups. Even the smallest ways of promoting events 

should lead to increased ticket sales. Showing players as the people they 

are and letting fans get to know them outside of the uniform is important. 

When league teams do this, fan support increases. This creates a sense 

of online community between fans and the teams.

 https://creatitive.com/baseball-marketing-social-media/ 

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcreatitive.com%2Fbaseball-marketing-social-media%2F&data=05%7C01%7Cs_hallice%40salemstate.edu%7C8587301c46c049884c7308da2a253325%7C70d32b73b45749d1950c4f78aeffc21b%7C0%7C0%7C637868636504563892%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=dTIGot2MnZW51KTkfNICWv%2BcG9xA6OZarS5y8kV3USc%3D&reserved=0


key proposed 
improvements

 The cost of training centers should be more accessible. 

 Programs should be better designed in the sense 

that they might have low income families wanting to get 

involved. Ideally, they should be accustomed to the 

demographics around them 

 The partnerships or sponsorships for baseball could be 

improved as well as public funding 

 To improve athletes, the training should focus on all levels 

of baseball athletes 

 Public organization should be a big development program 

as this contributes to grass rooting 



Major 
League 
Baseball 

  In 2020,the combined revenue of all Major League Baseball teams was $3.66 billion U.S. dollars. The 
average revenue per MLB team stood at $122.1 million U.S. dollars. 

 ▪  The New York Yankees are the most valuable franchise(5.25 billion) 

 ▪  All 30 of the current Major League Baseball teams are worth a collective $66 billion, 
averaging $2.2billion per team. (2021)

 ▪  The highest paid MLB player is Mike Trout(37.7) million. 

 ▪  Almost 40% of revenue is generated through ticket sales and concessions at ball parks which is 
much higher than majority of professional leagues. 

 ▪  The most successful baseball team in the MLB is the New York Yankees(27 World Series Wins) 

 ▪  Attendance dropped down to 45 million from over 68 million in 2019.Covid19 played a big role in 
attendance 

 going down. 

 ▪  The average attendance dropped from over 28, 000 in 2019 to a little over 19, 000 in 2021 

 ▪  10.5 percent, of NCAA senior male baseball players will get drafted by a Major League Baseball 
(MLB)team. Approximately one in 200, or approximately 0.5 percent of high school senior boys 
playing interscholastic baseball will eventually be drafted by an MLB team. 

 ▪  Fox averaged a record-setting low of 9.78 million viewers per contest during the six games 
played in the 2020World Series, in which the Los Angeles Dodgers defeated the Tampa Bay Rays, 
which is a whopping 32% below the previous World Series nadir and serves as the most recent 
evidence that fans have a decreased appetite for live sporting events during the pandemic era. 



Statistics

1996

▪  1996- Softball won a gold 
medal, the baseball team won 
bronze 

2000

▪  2000- Both the baseball 
and softball team won gold 
medals 

2004

▪  2004- Softball won gold 
and the baseball team did not 
qualify 

2008

▪  2008- Softball won silver 
and baseball won the bronze 
medal 

2012 and 2016

▪  2012 and 2016- there was 
no baseball in the Olympic 
games 

2020

▪  2020- Both softball and 
baseball teams won the silver 
medal 

15 Sep. 2021

▪  Source: Olympic games, 
MEDALS, results & latest 
news. Olympics. (n.d.). 
Retrieved September 15, 
2021, from 
http://www.olympics.com/. 



Elite Teams 

▪  Professional Teams: Since 1999, USA 
Baseball has been selecting teams of 

professional-level Minor and Major League 
players to represent the United States in 

various international competitions, including 
the World Baseball Classic. 

▪  Collegiate National Team: The USA 
Baseball Collegiate National Team is 

comprised of the top collegiate baseball 
players in the country. The team competes 

each summer in friendship series 
domestically and internationally against the 
world's top baseball talent. As part of this 

schedule, the U.S. and squares off in 
international friendship series against 

Chinese Taipei, Cuba and Japan. 

▪  U14-U18 National Teams: Comprised of the 
nation's top players ages 14 to 18, the USA 
Baseball 18U National Team is a perennial 
power on the international baseball scene. 

▪  Reference: 
https://www.usabaseball.com/about/about-

usa-baseball 



Elite Team Continued.. 

▪  U13-U14 Development Program: The 13U Athlete Development Program (ADP) launched in 2019 
before adding the 14U age group to the program in 2020. Members of the 13/14U ADP will be identified 
through the National Team Identification Series as well as the National Team Championships in Arizona, 
Florida and North Carolina. The players will take part in skill-development sessions, listen to various guest 
speakers and compete in intrasquad games. The 13/14U ADP serves as a tool for USA Baseball to 
prepare its players for future competition at the national-team level. 

▪  Woman’s National Team: The USA Baseball Women's National Team was established in 2004, when an 
18-player team was chosen following open tryouts across the nation. The team went on to capture the gold 
medal in the first-ever International Baseball Federation (IBAF) Women's World Cup in Edmonton, 
Canada. Team USA repeated as world champions in 2006 in Taiwan, before taking home the bronze 
medal at the 2008 and 2010 IBAF Women's World Cup 



USA Baseball 
Statistics 

 The New Era of Hitting Coaches- Going out with the old 
and in with the new teams have struggled to hit in the major 
leagues and their coaching is a lingering factor- older 
coaches struggle to keep up with new technologies and the 
ever-changing game
• The strikeout rate has gone up 13 consecutive years. It is 
now at 22.3% of plate appearances. • The swing-and-miss 
rate has gone up 11% in four seasons–in raw numbers, 
that’s 8,293 more swings and misses this year than in 2015

 .• The rate at which hitters make contact when they swing 
has declined seven straight years. • It is harder to get a hit 
now than at any point since the DH was established in 
1973.https://www.si.com/mlb/2018/11/28/hitting-coaches-
los-angeles-dodgers-chicago-cubs- houston-astros



Reference: https://www.statista.com
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History of Olympic Medals
Baseball

Sydney 2000 was the 
USA’s first and only 

gold medal in baseball

• Barcelona 1992 – Baseball is introduced into the Olympics. USA did not medal.
• USA did not qualify for the Athens 2004 games.
• Baseball was not a sport in the London 2012 and Rio 2016 games. 
• Baseball returned in the 2020 Tokyo games, USA won the Silver. 

Source: Olympic games, MEDALS, results & latest news. Olympics. (n.d.). Retrieved September 15, 2021, from http://www.olympics.com/. 



Youth Baseball Trends
Age ranges from 4-16

Source: Aspen Institute. (n.d.). Retrieved October 19, 2021, from https://www.aspeninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/2019_SOP_National_Final.pdf. 



Youth Baseball Trends

Source: Aspen Institute. (n.d.). Retrieved October 19, 2021, from https://www.aspeninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/2019_SOP_National_Final.pdf. 

Age ranges from 4-16

10.5
 is the average age 

that kids quit baseball
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Boston Red sox

 They have age groups to work 

on different skills as in baseball 

it revolves through out the ages 

as different skills come in for 

different uses. 

 The Red Sox are helping kids 

develop and love the game of 

baseball. Also encouraging kids 

to get out and play. 



MLB Baseball 
Partners 

 United States

 ESPN/ESPN2

 FOX/FSI

 TBS

 MLB NETWORK

 YouTube (livestream)

 Canada 

 Sportsnet

 RDS

 TVA Sports 

 TSN

 MLB Network

 Reference:  https://blog.bizvibe.com/blog/largest-sports-leagues-

by-revenue



Boston Red sox

“Our objective is to build skills and fundamentals 
on the field as well as character and leadership 
off the field. We believe that summer is a unique 
time to expand your young ballplayer’s comfort 
zone while having fun. We are dedicated to 
achieving this through the power of play and a 
connection to the team and sport our ballplayers 
love. Our activities target six critical 
developmental areas: emotional mastery, 
optimism, resiliency, self-efficacy, goal setting, 
and determination. All areas are aimed at 
inspiring each ballplayer's personal best and love 
of the game.”

https://www.mlb.com/redsox/fans/baseball-
camps/curriculum



Daniel 
Pasternack: 
The 
obsessive 
baseball 
historian

 Nearly all sports stars start their sport as children.  

 Previous chart shows how many different barriers to 

entry there are in youth sports and why we see 

demographics that do not match the country in our elite-

level High School sports.  

 Some of these numbers represent cultural differences or 

choices made by families, but the numbers show that if 

you are a white male, you are far more likely to start 

playing your sport at a younger age than a child of color 

or a female child. 

 Wealth also plays a major role, with nearly 2 years 

difference in the starting ages of low-income children 

compared to their wealthier peers. 

 Source:  https://onlinemasters.ohio.edu/blog/diversity-

demographics-of-american-youth-sports/



Further 
research 
on Impact 
of Travel for 
MLB 
Players 

 During the conference one presenter was talking about the NBA and 
comparing it to the MLB. This is interesting because our business plan 
was based on baseball and comparing it to other sports. One of his points 
was the rate of travel the NBA does and the rate of injuries compared to it. 
One fact that struck me was that there was a 31% increase in games lost 
to injuries with the extensive travel. There has been research done about 
the negative effects of travel and sport performance. This relates to our 
business plan because we were working on understanding all of USA 
baseball and the participation along with reasons for changes in that. One 
could be like the NBA research finding that injury cause loss of games 
played. This could also lead to season ending injuries. Overall, this was 
interesting to listen into and hear from professionals in the field of sport.  

 Reference: Calleja-Gonzalez, J. (2021). Current Recovery Strategies in 
NBA. ATHLETE TRAINING MANAGEMENT 
AND DETERMINANTS OF SPORTS PERFORMANCE.  Sport Forum – 
International Scientific Conference. Lithuanian Sports University, 
Kaunas, Lithuania.



Injury 
Prevention 

Pitch Smart – USA baseball

Pitch count for youth pitchers

Off-season strength training

Softer balls 

Tee-ball 



USA baseball 
manual

 The importance of emphasizing enjoyment of the game and 
the best interests of the athletes.

 How to create appropriate practice and game plans based on 
the USA Baseball Long-Term Athlete Development Plan that 
enables maximum engagement, movement, and physical 
activity.

 The benefits of supporting athletes’ participation in multiple 
sports.

 How to manage relationships within a program, including 
conflict resolution techniques.

 How to develop a positive team culture.

 Best practices concerning health and safety.

 How to keep the game fun



USA baseball manual The importance of emphasizing enjoyment of the game and the 
best interests of the athletes.

 How to create appropriate practice and game plans based on 
the USA Baseball Long-Term Athlete Development Plan that 
enables maximum engagement, movement, and physical 
activity.

 The benefits of supporting athletes’ participation in multiple 
sports.

 How to manage relationships within a program, including 
conflict resolution techniques.

 How to develop a positive team culture.

 Best practices concerning health and safety.

 How to keep the game fun

Baseball 
Benefits



Element 6: In addition to 
children introduced to sport 
by themselves and parents, 

potential athletes are 
attracted from outside the 
sport’s participation base.

 USA Baseball and Major League Baseball must make a 

final decision which happens to center around the 

allowance for individuals who consider themselves of 

being athletic participants to attend different types of 

National Team Development Programs in order for these 

particular persons to come to terms with the multiple 

opportunistic abilities given to them through the official act 

of identification representation. What this thought process 

happens to be referring back towards is how the event 

coordinators truly believe that by inviting undecided 

athletes to view a series of head-to-head competitions, this 

will in fact lead to the attendees needing to become more 

noticed. This decision will hopefully have the players 

dealing with their personalized criterial values in relation to 

appropriate physical/mental skills testing (Moore, 2018). 



Element 6: Young Athletes 
are Trained Based on 
Guidelines for Multiple 
Development Stages 

Recommended by Scientists

 "USA baseball releases long term athlete development plan, 

the plan Includes scientifically driven, age-appropriate guidelines 

for amateur baseball player development" 

 "LTAD provides a multi-stage developmental pathway for an 

individual's lifelong experience within the sport, with the ultimate 

goals of increasing participation, aiding in performance and 

enhancing enjoyment across the sport of baseball."

 "The LTAD plan is a culmination of evidence-based 

information from a contributing group of leading sport scientists, 

along with input from an interdisciplinary leadership group 

consisting of experts from the medical safety industry, MLB 

league and club executives, and an advisory group inclusive of 

leaders from across the amateur baseball landscape."

 Source: 

https://www.usabaseball.com/news/topic/development/usa-ba

seball-releases-long-term-athlete-development-plan-255218542

https://www.usabaseball.com/news/topic/development/usa-ba


Element 7: High 
performance athletes are 
ranked into hierarchical 

levels/pools with 
appropriate financial and 

technical support 

 USA Baseball, Major League Baseball, and Little League 

Baseball must create a quick and easy customer service 

line which happens to center around the general idea of 

providing at least some type of encouraging/helpful 

information for the likes of the different kinds of 

constituents themselves such as those considered of 

being athletic participants. What this formally direct 

initiative is referring back towards is how the USA Baseball 

Federation would prefer that all individuals end up calling 

in while also inquiring about the multiple local, state, and 

national competitive activities which are officially 

connected to appropriately prompted regional districts. 

This service program will be in correlation with one's 

ranking statistics based around the given socially class-

conscious qualitative reasoning process (Sterling, Philips, 

& McDonald, 2020). 



Element 7: Doping is 
Controlled by the Top Sport 
Governing Body Based on 
the Most Recent Guidelines 

from World Anti-Doping 
Agency

 "USADA’s creation as a separate and independent anti-

doping entity is largely unique in major American sport. 

USADA was established to remove the inherent conflict of 

interest that results from an organization being charged 

with both promoting and policing a sport." USA baseball 

and Major League Baseball takes a severe approach 

embraced regarding controlling doping

 Source: https://www.usada.org/resources/faq/

http://souhttps/www.usada.org/resources/faq/


College Divisions & 
Teams 

 ▪ NCAA Baseball ▪ 

 Division 1 274 Teams 

 Division 2  224 Teams

 Division 3  319 teams 

 ▪ NAIA

▪ 320 Teams 

 ▪ NJCAA

▪ 344 Teams 



Members continue
d

 NJCAA- National Junior College Athletic Association 

 National Pal- National Police Athletic Activities League INC.

 PONY- Protect Our Nations Youths 

 T-Ball USA

 USSSA- United States Specialty Sports Association 

 13–14-year athletic development team

 15-year athletic development team 

 16-year national team development program

 18-year international team

 Collegiate national team

 Pro team for couple years (referring to MLB players)

 Womens national team



Member 
Organizations 

 AABC- American Amateur Baseball Congress

 ABCA-American Baseball Coaches Association 

 AL Baseball- American Legion Baseball

 Babe Ruth League 

 Baseball for all 

 Dixie Youth Baseball

 Little League Baseball

 NABF-National Amateur Baseball Federation 

 NAIA-National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics 

 NCAA- National Collegiate Athletic Association 

 NFHS-National Federation of State High School Associations 

 NHSBCA-National High School Baseball Coaches Association 



USA Baseball 
Development 

 Coaches

 Learn how you can have a more positive impact on each of 

your players in The Confident Baseball Coach course.

 Parents 

 Explore different resources to ensure your children are having 

positive experiences within the game in The Play Ball Parent 

course.

 Players

 Discover basic procedures and standards within the game and 

effective communication in the Introduction to Umpiring course.

 Reference: 

https://www.usabaseball.com/about/about-usa-baseball

https://www.usabaseball.com/about/about-usa-baseball


Element 
2: Sport is well 

supported by 
educational 

sector

 Baseball players around the nation will encounter the fun, excitement, difficulties, 
and brotherhood that accompany playing in a college sport. 

 Current and previous players imparted both their insight and knowledge to us so 
you can get an opportunity to have the very chances that they did.

 School baseball scouts assess players by arm strength, handling reach, speed, 
and hitting power. college baseball for example is very competitive, you'll have a 
higher chance of playing if you have the grades and abilities. 

 These days practically every college baseball team has a way of helping their 
players not only succeed on the field but succeed academically too.

 Vanderbilt has an awesome baseball program. It in comparison to other schools 
have created a great number of major leaguers in 2021.

 Sources: Cooper, J.J. “Colleges with the Most Players on 2021 Mlb Opening Day 
Rosters.” College Baseball, MLB Draft, Prospects – Baseball. America, Baseball 
America, 7 Apr. 2021, https://www.baseballamerica.com/stories/colleges-with-the-
most-play ers-on-2021-mlb-opening-day-rosters/.



Element 2: Support for athlete development is adequate from various levels 
of government including national/federal, provincial/state and local/municipal 

USA Baseball must set forth an athlete-focused program which 

happens to provide those who are participating with the proper 

fundamental framework while also being able to create at least 

some positive experiences especially for the athletes involved. The 

program will be able to accomplish this feat through the fabrication 

of longstanding traditional culture which happens to revolve around 

both on-field activities as well as the different health/safety 

resources that are utilized in order for a somewhat secured 

environment to evolve overtime based around where an individual 

lives either locally or nationally (Klitgaard, 2021). This initiative will 

be able to make sure that continued reinforcement of community 

proliferation takes place in general for the overall allowance of 

consistent maximum engagement purposes. 



Next Steps 

Close of Fiscal 2020 USA Baseball has $3.3 million in cash reserves and both the elite and mass divisions are profitable. These cash reserves and future revenue can be used to: 
• ▪  Expand youth participation by allocating additional funds to youth initiatives to increase grass level interest in sport. 
• ▪  Additional funding could also be allocated to the development of best practices. 

▪  The results of the coaches survey clearly shows that USAB should look to overhaul their training, licensing and 

development for youth coaches. 

▪ Long term this will lead to higher participation rates at all levels and will also improve enthusiasm for sport. 

▪ When analyzing baseball through the 7 high performance sports elements there are a number of initiatives USA Baseball should use to foster future growth. 

▪  Increased Partnerships with MLB clubs to foster mass participation. (Boston RedSox approach) 

▪  Increased direct funding from MLB. 

▪  Reducing Demographic Barriers. 

▪  Improved Training Approaches. 

▪  Expansion of facilities available. 

▪  Better coordination with the various entities and partners. 

▪  Increased Funding by MLB franchises. 



Element 
1:  Participation in 
various sports, as 
a foundation for 
sport 
development, 
is encouraged 
through physical 
education 
requirements 

 USA Baseball and Major League Baseball must establish a 

program which promotes fun and active lifestyles while also 

teaching the proper fundamental skill-sets. The program will 

include a literacy component focusing on both character 

development as well as teaching traits such as leadership, 

teamwork, and fair play (Mears, 2019). This program will 

also initiate a large collective effort to encourage more 

individuals to participate at a much higher rate in sport-

related activities centered around formal and casual forms 

of play. The primary goal of this program is to make sport as 

accessible as possible in order to ensure more of a direct 

and regular opportunity for chances of competitive 

practices. 



Survey Results 
From Salem 

State Coaches 
Survey

 Comparing to previous survey result from competing sports. The 
respondents for baseball had a higher percentage of well-educated 
males. Which is very different from the population baseball would 
want to attract.  

 Total responses from coaches were lower than other sports surveys 
and it took much longer to get responses back.  

 Overall, there was a general negative perception of USA 
Baseball.

 The lack of enthusiasm from coaching community could be 
impacting participation in baseball as our analysis has shown 
declines in participation at the youth levels.   

 The coaches survey also reaffirms that USA Baseball has 
deficiencies in all 7 High Performance Elements.

 The following slide shows the percent difference between 
positive and negative questions responses for each of the 
elements. 



Salem State 
University 
BASEBALL 
COACHES 
Survey 

 Survey that relates baseball in the United States to world-wide practices of high-
performance management integrated with mass sport participation.

 Goal of survey is to gain insight from coaches on the sport system includes: coaching 
support, facilities, competitions, and support from public and private partners.

 Our aim is to examine baseball professionals’ points of view and identify the 
improvements needed to make baseball in the United States even more successful. 

 Approximately 100 coaches at all levels participated in the Survey. 

 The survey questions have been validated by 14 sport management experts 
internationally and approved by the institutional review board (IRB)

 The Survey divided questions into 7 categories by following the link below. 



High 
Performance 

 The development of both elite, high-performance sport and 

mass participation, grassroots-level sport is an important 

aspect of USA Baseball that should not be overlooked. 

 From our research of USA Baseball, MLB and our coaches 

survey there are opportunities to expand participation in 

both MASS and Elite divisions. 

 USA Baseball should look at innovative ways to address 

these inefficiencies by:

 Learning from other organizations, such as NBA, who have 

expanded popularity through local grass roots initiative and 

international programs. 

 Integrated sports development strategies that also 

include comprehensive research of international entities 

that have successfully expanded their Mass and Elite 

participation rates. 



Boston ReD 
Sox Team Value

https://www.forbes.com/sites/nickdesantis/2016/04/08/how-the-10-most-valuable-major-league-
baseball-teams-make-their-money-visualized/?sh=74b9c80e6b5a



Revenue for MLB 

 ▪  Ranking 2nd on this list of the top 10 largest sports leagues by revenue in the 
world for 2020 is Major League Baseball (MLB), an American professional baseball 
organization and the oldest of the major professional sports leagues in the United 
States and Canada. 

 ▪  Last year the MLB generated a record USD 10.7 billion in revenues— making it 
one of the most profitable sports leagues in history. MLB consists of 30 teams: 15 
teams in the National League (NL) and 15 in the American League (AL). 

 ▪  MLB revenue primarily comes from media rights, sponsorships, TV deals, and 
ticket sales at gates. As new TV deals kick in, league revenues will soar again in the 
coming years. 

 ▪  In total attendance, the MLB is the top sports league in the world in attendance 
with 69,625,244 people attending games annually. 

 ▪  Reference: https://blog.bizvibe.com/blog/largest-sports-leagues-by-revenue 



MEMBERSHIP REVENUE
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What to focus on





Element 
1: Programs 

affordable for all are 
available in various 

locations (e.g., as 
in the 

USSR, Cuba,Franc
e).

 USA baseball is focused on the development of amateur baseball for 
a large number of youth competitors and mentors playing baseball all 
across the country. 

 USA baseball supports little league baseball and other youth baseball 
organizations such Babe

 Ruth baseball, Cal Ripken Baseball, Dixie Youth baseball and Dixie 
boys' baseball.

 USA baseball helps create safe and affordable youth leagues and 
tournaments across the entire country. 

 Little league baseball uses volunteers and fundraising to make 
leagues and tournaments more affordable for children.

 They also accept donations which are contributed towards the 
programs which allows these leagues to invest in their athletes 
'development.

 Source: Home. (2001). USA Baseball. https://www.usabaseball.com/

https://www.usabaseball.com/


Franchising 
Opportunity

 ▪ The Boston Red Sox have a great program for kids to develop their skills for baseball with great 
teachers that have mlb experience. 

 ▪ “Our curriculum is designed to teach and reinforce baseball specific skills in a small group instructional 
format. Over the course of the week, our curriculum builds upon itself to expose young players to new 
skills, while simultaneously reinforcing the very fundamentals we have taught throughout the week.” 

 ▪ “Our objective is to build skills and fundamentals on the field as well as character and leadership off the 
field. We believe that summer is a unique time to expand your young ballplayer’s comfort zone while 
having fun. We are dedicated to achieving this through the power of play and a connection to the team 
and sport our ballplayers love. Our 

 activities target six critical developmental areas: emotional mastery, optimism, resiliency, self-efficacy, 
goal setting, and determination. All areas are aimed at inspiring each ballplayer's personal best and love 
of the game.” 

 ▪ They have age groups to work on different skills as in baseball it revolves throughout the ages as 
different skills come in for different uses. 

 ▪ The Red Sox are helping kids develop and love the game of baseball. Also encouraging kids to get out 
and play. 

 ▪ https://www.mlb.com/redsox/fans/baseball-camps/curriculum 



Consumer 
Demand

Age: 

 ➢ Range of 18 to 49 years old (62% makes up the target market; 
47% has a high interest rate) (Hadapad & Malipatil, 2018) 

Gender: 

 ➢ Representation for men and women (65% are male while 35% 
are female for the avid fan base) (Hadapad & Malipatil, 2018) 

Ethnicity: 

 ➢ Audience of Caucasian, African American, and Hispanic (86% 
identifies as white; 29.4% associates with Latino; 8.4% connects 
to blacks) (Denham, 2020) 

Income: 

 ➢ Level from $50,000 to $75,000 (59% of households have 
reported being more than the average standard cost or 
composition) (Denham, 2020) 



Element 5: High 
performance athletes are 

provided with priority 
access to specific high 
quality equipment and 

facilities 

 USA Baseball and Major League Baseball must collaborate 

about the overall usage rate of the Baseball National Training 

Complex located in Cary, North Carolina especially when it 

ultimately comes down to the distribution process for all 

participants including those who are considered of being elite 

athletes. The National Training Complex supplements the 

following: four regular sized Baseball fields which also happens 

to include the likes of a stadium-based infrastructure as well as 

three practice dimensions that are officially able to meet the 

required standards in relation to the main concept of proper 

facility management (Shwartz, Pekoz, Burgess Jr., Christiansen, 

Rosen, & Berlowitz, 2018). With this being the case, the primary 

objective of this collaboration happens to center around the 

appropriate idea of level maintenance especially when referring 

back towards trying to make sure that each set of persons are 

able to understand the difference between game preparatory 

purposes and activity-based services. 



Element 4: Hosted international 
events and international 

opportunities are sufficient for all 
athletes with potential to 

represent the country (e.g., as in 
the USSR, China)

 A big goal for Major League Baseball is setting out 

opportunities for fans to encounter baseball outside of the 

US. This includes normal season games as well as 

worldwide series or different occasions that heaps of 

baseball that make the experience so special, the general 

objective is to interface fans with the game. "Major 

League Baseball has played over 200 international games 

in 11 different countries and territories. From London and 

Japan, to Cuba, Mexico, and Puerto Rico, MLB strives to 

bring live baseball to fans all around the world."

 Source:“LiveEvents:MLBInternational.”MLB.com, 

https://www.mlb.com/international/events.

https://www.mlb.com/international/events


Element 4. Hosted 
international events and 

international opportunities 
are sufficient for all athletes 
with potential to represent 

the country 

 USA Baseball and the International Committee must 

provide a disclaimer which happens to revolve around both 

parties trying to foster some kind of an environmental 

status that also happens to contain a rich diversity 

especially when having to deal with the main concepts of 

cultural backgrounds, experiences, and perspectives. The 

primary reasoning behind this disclaimer centers around all 

official members of a given community coming to a better 

understanding about the multiple different core values that 

they must in fact uphold with the upmost amount of 

respect. This disclaimer will be critically important 

especially when referring to the considerations of 

appropriate honesty, trustworthiness, as well as 

professionalism in order to make sure that opportunistic 

policies or procedures are of equitable insurance basis 

(Booton, 2018). 



Element 3:  All specialists engaged in the development of athletes are well educated for their 
professional roles 

 USA Baseball and the sports medicine division must 

collaborate about the true concept of preserved health 

purposes for the likes of athletes through the leveraging of 

researching as well as technological advancements. The 

medical staff involved will be able to provide at least some 

type of patient-centered clinical care services especially 

when it ultimately comes down to the additional act of 

preparation for in-competition activities which happens to 

be centered around the overall outcomes of broad-based 

high-performance management plan evaluations. This 

medical network will also be well-equipped to handle 

individualized demands such as the proper way to prevent 

fundamental injuries and or illnesses through some kind of 

robust analytics program relating back towards the 

identification of corrective action trends (Flores & Johnson, 

2021). 



Element 3:  All specialists engaged in the development of athletes are well
educated for their professional roles. (e.g. as by special universities of physical

education and sport in the USSR and Russia.)
 In sports we need experts that aide in the advancement of athletes. You need 

explicitspecialists that work in different areas and can help treat various injuries. 

Coaches and assistant coaches, who teach and train the members of a sports team 

and make decisions about how the team plays during games. 

 Trainers who are skilled in the prevention, evaluation, treatment, and rehabilitation of 

athletic injuries. Baseball physicians screen every player for exhaustion and early 

indications of injury.

 Baseball Coaches train their team to show an appreciation of physical 

fitness, teamwork, and sportsmanship. MLB players need to remain in an incredible 

state so that they continue to play throughout the whole season. To help their players, 

teams employ trainers to help their competitors stay in good shape and keep away 

from injury. To have a good put together healthy team many specials are engaged. 

 Teams need to make sure they hire specialists who are good at their job and 

fully understand their responsibility so that they can properly care for these athletes in 

case of injury and so that the team can continue to do well and progress as the 

season goes on.

 Sources: Coleman, Dr. Struan. “The Role of an MLB Team Physician -.” HSS 

Playbook Blog, 28 May 2019, 

https://www.hss.edu/playbook/the-role-of-an-mlb-team-physician/ (Links to an 

external site.).

https://www.hss.edu/playbook/the-role-of-an-mlb-team-physician/%C2%A0


Major League 
Baseball 
Revenue 
Ranking

 Ranking 2nd on this list of the top 10 largest sports leagues by 

revenue in the world for 2020 is Major League Baseball (MLB), an 

American professional baseball organization and the oldest of the 

major professional sports leagues in the United States and 

Canada. 

 Last year the MLB generated a record USD 10.7 billion in 

revenues— making it one of the most profitable sports leagues in 

history. MLB consists of 30 teams: 15 teams in the National 

League (NL) and 15 in the American League (AL). 

 MLB revenue primarily comes from media rights, sponsorships, TV 

deals, and ticket sales at gates. As new TV deals kick in, league 

revenues will soar again in the coming years.  

 In total attendance, the MLB is the top sports league in the world in 

attendance with 69,625,244 people attending games annually.

 Reference: https://blog.bizvibe.com/blog/largest-sports-leagues-by-

revenue



USA 
Baseball 
Manual 

 The importance of emphasizing enjoyment of the game and the 

best interests of the athletes.

 How to create appropriate practice and game plans based on the 

USA Baseball Long-Term Athlete Development Plan that enables 

maximum engagement, movement, and physical activity.

 The benefits of supporting athletes’ participation in multiple 

sports.

 Howtomanagerelationshipswithinaprogram,includingconflictresol

utiontechniques.

 How to develop a positive team culture.

 Best practices concerning health and safety.

 How to keep the game fun



NCAA Series Viewership 

 ▪ Men’s College World Series sinks with fewer ESPN windows 

 ▪  The men’s College World Series averaged 755,000 viewers on the ESPN family of 
networks, down 32% from the last time the event was held in 2019 (1.11M). Keep in mind 
only six of the 16 total games aired on the flagship ESPN network, compared to 14 in 
2019. In addition, several games were delayed due to rain and the event had to contend 
with unusual competition from the NBA and NHL playoffs. 

 ▪  Wednesday’s deciding Game 3 of the College World Series final (Mississippi State-
Vanderbilt) averaged a tournament-high 1.67 million viewers on ESPN2, down a relatively 
modest 16% from the 2019 Game 3 on ESPN (Vanderbilt-Michigan: 2.00M). Game 2, the 
only game of the final to air on ESPN, averaged 1.41 million (-28%). 

 ▪  Monday’s rain delayed Game 1 chipped in just 385,000 on ESPN2, down 79% from ’19 
(1.88M) and the least-watched game of the CWS final since at least 2008. The previous 
mark was 503,000 for Game 3
of Coastal Carolina-Arizona in 2008, a Thursday afternoon game on ESPNU. 

 ▪  Notably, the men’s College World Series averaged fewer viewers than the women’s 
tournament several weeks earlier (1.20M). Thirteen of the 17 women’s games aired on the 
ESPN flagship. 

 ▪  Source: https://www.sportsmediawatch.com/2021/07/college-world-series-ratings-
decline-espn- mlb-uefa-euros/ 



PURE 
BASEBALL

 Zero-tolerance policy regarding abuse

 Reporting,backgroundchecks,educationandtrai

ning,andminorathletesafetypolicies

 “Organizationslargeandsmallarenowabletofulfill

allbackgroundchecks,educationandtraining, 

and reporting requirements through USA 

Baseball even if their organization cannot 

support the bandwidth and infrastructure 

needed for compliance. 



Further Research on Impact of Travel for 
MLB Players

 ▪  During the conference one presenter was talking about the NBA 
and comparing it to the MLB. This is interesting because our 
business plan was based on baseball and comparing it to other 
sports. One of his points was the rate of travel the NBA does and 
the rate of injuries compared to it. One fact that struck me was that 
there was a 31% increase in games lost to injuries with the 
extensive travel. There has been research done about the negative 
effects of travel and sport performance. This relates to our 
business plan because we were working on understanding all of 
USA baseball and the participation along with reasons for changes 
in that. One could be like the NBA research finding that injury 
cause loss of games played. This could also lead to season ending 
injuries. Overall, this was interesting to listen into and hear from 
professionals in the field of sport.
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